DISCRIMINATORY SOLUTIONS OF m-PERSON GAMES1
GUILLERMO OWEN

In studying M-person games, we find that very often solutions
exist in which one, or several, of the players, always receive the same
amount. Such players are said to be discriminated
players, and the
solutions are said to be discriminatory.
It is our purpose to study
these solutions.
Definition
1. Let v be an w-person game, let 5 be a subset of N
(the set of all players) and let q^v(N).
Then by vs.i we mean the

game defined by

(v(T) if T E S but T 9* S,
v(T) = \

\q

In general, v will not be a
strictly speaking, is not a game.
and solutions can be defined for
tion.
Definition
2. In a game v,

if T = S.
super-additive
function and hence,
However, imputations,
domination,
ti just as for any super-additive
func-

a coalition

5 is effective for q if and

only if v(S) ^q.
Definition
3. In a game v, a coalition .S is strong for q if and only
if the core of the game Vs.q has no interior points.

Lemma 1. Let v be an n-person game and let V be a discriminatory
solution, discriminating
against the members of N —S, who receive the
amounts aj. Then the restriction of V to S (the set of s-vectors which are
the S-components of elements of V) is a solution to vs.q where

q = v(N) -

Y

otj.

yeiV-S

Proof. Let x and y be two elements of V. It is not possible that the
5-part of x dominate that of y in vs.q, as this domination
would be
through a proper subset T of S, for which v(T) =v(T) and this would
mean x E- y in v.
Similarly, let z be an imputation in ti which is not the 5-part of
some element of V. Adding the components
a> (for j£iV —,S) to z,
we obtain an imputation
for v. This is not in V, hence is dominated
by some xEV. But this must be through some proper subset T of 5.
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(F cannot include elements of N—S, as for these, xy = a; = Zy, nor
can it be S, as zZies *y= Ej'gs zy.) But zj(F) = z>(F), so the 5-part of
x dominates z in v.
Lemma 2. LeZ 2/ be an n-person game, S a subset of N, and q^viN).
Let a. be an in —s)-vector defined on N —S such that zZj^n-s ctj = viN)
—q. Let V be a solution to z*s,2and let V* be obtained from V by adding
the components i<x/) to all elements of V. Then the elements of V* will

dominate all imputations

y of v for which

zZ yi> IZ aj
jEN-S

jEN-S

if and only if S is either effective or strong for q.
Proof.

Sufficiency: Let y be any such imputation

of v. Then

IZ (yj- ^) = 6> o.
jEN-S

Consider

the imputation

z _
Z'

z defined by

(aj iijEN-S,
bi + e/s HjES.

Then the 5-part of z is an imputation
in vs,q, and hence, either
zsEV, or there exists XsEV such that Xs c- zs in v.
Suppose ZsE V. Then, if 5 is effective for q,z"iry (inv) through the
set 5. If 5 is strong for q, then there is some TES such that viT)

= zZi^T Zj. Hence zi-y through the set T.
Suppose zs (£ V. Then XsE V, and if xs £- Zs through a set T (which
must be a proper subset of S) then x £- y (in v) through this same set

T, as e(T) =v(T).
Necessity. Suppose 5 is neither strong nor effective for q. This means
there is an imputation Zs in ii such that, for every TES, w(F) < zZierZj.
Thus, there is e>0 such that, for every TES

viT)^ E fe - 0Jet

Consider,

then

an imputation

jES, and yj>ctj iorjEN

y of v such that

y, = z; —e/2 for all

—S. Then, if xEV*, we find x cannot dom-

inate y. For, this domination
must be through a set T which cannot
be a subset of S, ior in such a case viT) < zZj^t yj, nor can it include

members of N —S as yj>Xj for jEN— S.
A third lemma would be useful here, stating
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tions the set V* would dominate the imputations
of v other than
those of V* itself and those covered by Lemma 2. However, while a
lemma can be stated, it would not really say much. The following
observations
are useful, and more to the point.
For any y(|j V*, not covered by Lemma 2 the question is whether
it will be dominated
by some xEV*. Now, lor j EN —S, there are
somej such that y,<a,- and some such that yj^aj. To check whether
V* is a solution, we should try to make y as difficult to dominate as
possible. This is done by letting yj = v({j}) whenever yy<ay, and
yj = aj whenever yy^ay. Since Zy= ay for all zEV*, this allows us to
make y, as large as possible for jES, without making any more of the
inequalities Zy>yy (for JEN—S)
true than is necessary.

Application.
Doubly Discriminatory
Solutions of 4-Person Games. A game is
doubly discriminatory
if there are two discriminated
players.
Let v be a 4-person game in (0, 1) normalization.
Let a^ai^O,
«3+0!4=Sl. We would like to know whether v has any solutions in
which players 3 and 4 receive constantly a3 and a± respectively.
Suppose that V is such a solution. Then the set of {l, 2}-components of V must be a solution to the game vs,q where 5= {l, 2}
and q = l— a3 —a4. But this game ti has a unique solution consisting
of all its imputations. Hence V must consist of all vectors (xi, x2, a3, a4)
where xi^O, x2^0, xi+x2 = q.
Next, the set {1, 2} must be either effective or strong for q. But
a two-person set is never strong, hence we must have

(I)

v({l,2})^q.

Now we must consider whether V dominates imputations
y such
that y3+y4^a3+Q!4.
We consider the cases (i) y3 = 0, y4 = a4; (ii) y3
= a3, y4 = 0; (iii) y3 = y4 = 0.

In Case (i), if a3>0,

y(£ V, and must be dominated

through

{l, 3} or {2, 3}. So that it be not dominated through
any xEV,

either

{l, 3} by

we must have
yi ^ minjg, d({1, 3}) - a3}.

So that it be not dominated

through

{2, 3} by any xEV,

have
y2 ^ min{q,v({2,3})

So that no such y exists, it is necessary

(II)

»({l,3))+«({2,3})

— a3}.

that

-2«3>

1 -«4.
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If 0:3= 0, then yE V and condition (II) becomes unnecessary.
In Case (ii), if a4>0 then similar reasoning to the above gives us

(III)

»({1, 4}) + »({ 2, 4}) - 2«4 > 1 - a,.

If a4 = 0, then yEV and condition III is unnecessary.
If both a3 and a4 are positive, then conditions
II and III must
hold simultaneously.
Adding them, we obtain

(IV) »({1,3,})+ vi{ 2, 4}) + vi{ 1, 4}) + o({2, 3}) > 2 + «, + a«.
Buto(f 1, 3})+w({2, 4})gl,

so the left-hand side in IV is smaller

than 2 and hence IV is impossible. Thus, it is not possible that
a3^a4>0,
so assuming a32ia:4, then at = 0.
Case (ii), then is meaningless,
and Case (iii) reduces to Case (i),
so we have

Theorem.
The four-person game v has a doubly discriminatory solution V in which players 3 and 4 get a3 and a4 respectively, with a^^at,

if and only if:
(a) «4 = 0;

(b) »({l,2})fcl-a»;
(c) If a,>0,

then vi{l, 3})+v({2,

3})>l+2a3.

In this case V will consist of all imputations
(xi, x2, a3, 0), where
Xi^O, x2^0, Xi+x2 = l—a3. Setting (b) in (c), we obtain

Corollary.

The game v will have such a solution if and only if either

vi{l, 2}) =1, or 2vi{l, 2})+vi{l,
The theorem

generalizes

3})+vi{2,

3})>3.

as follows:

Theorem
2. The n-person game v has an in —2)-ply discriminatory
solution V, discriminating
against [3, 4, • • ■ , n], with ai^a^
• • •

^a„, if and only if:
(a)

a4 = «5=

• • • =an

= 0;

(b) »({1, 2})^l-a,;
(c) If ai>0, then vi{l, 3})+vi{2,

3})>l+2a3.

In this Case V consists of all imputations
with Xii^O, x2s^0, Xi+x2=l—a3.

Proof.

The set of {l, 2, 3, 4{-parts

(xi, x2, a3, 0, ■ ■ • , 0)

of V must be a doubly dis-

criminatory
solution of the 4-person game v, and hence Theorem 1
applies. Asa4^«j^
• • • ^«n, it follows that 0:4= 0:6= • • ■ = a„ = 0.
We must also show that {1, 2, 3, 4} is either effective or strong for

the amount 5=1.
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If a3 = 0, theni»({l. 2}) = 1, so v({ 1, 2, 3, 4}) = 1 and {l, 2, 3,4} is
effective.

If a3>0, then 2»({l, 2})+»({l,
gl,

so v({l, 2})+»({l,

3})+»({2,

3})>3 but »({l, 2})

3})A-v({2, 3 })> 2 and this means the game

vs,u where S= {1, 2,3 j has no core. Hence {1, 2, 3} and also {l, 2, 3,4}

is strong for q^l.
Corollary.

The game v will have such a solution if and only if either

v({l, 2}) = 1 or 2v({l, 2})+v({l,

3})+v({2,

3})>3.

A somewhat restricted form of this theorem was obtained, through
substantially
different methods, by Hebert in [2].
As a final corollary, we obtain a result which parallels that given

by Gillies in [l]:
Corollary.
solution.

A positive fraction

of all n-person games has a common

Proof. The common solution is simply the (n —2)-ply discriminatory solution given above (Theorem 2) with a3 small but positive.
In fact, the only restrictions on v are the inequalities given in the
theorem, and these do not lower the dimension of the set.
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